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Introduction

The performance of machine learning algorithms highly depends on the tuning of
hyperparameters. Unfortunately, hyperparameter tuning is a complicated process
that involves expert knowledge, rules of thumb and even brute force search. We
introduce an automatic approach to hyperparameter tuning through the framework
of Bayesian optimization [4], in which we use Gaussian Processes(GP) to model the
function described by the hyperparameters and thus find its minima.

Bayesian Optimisation with GP Priors

Integrated Expected Improvement: Suppose we have N observations
{xn, yn}Nn=1, where yn ∼ N (f (xn, ν)) and ν is the variance of noise, and assume the
function f (x) is drawn from a Gaussian Process prior, then many popular acquisition
functions a(x; {xn, yn}, θ), determining the next point we should evaluate(xnext =
argmaxx a(x)), solely depend on the posterior mean function µ(x; {xn, yn}, θ) and
posterior variance function σ2(x; {xn, yn}, θ). In this work, the acquisition function
we focus on is Expected Improvement(EI). With GP prior, it has the form:

aEI(x; {xn, yn}, θ) = σ(x; {xn, yn}, θ)(γ(x)Φ(γ(x)) +N (γ(x); 0, 1)), (1)

where γ(x) =
f (xbest)−µ(x;{xn,yn},θ)

σ(x;{xn,yn},θ)
, xbest = argminxn f (xn) and Φ is the

cumulative distribution function of standard Gaussian distribution. Instead of using
a point estimate of the hyperparameters of GP by maximizing the marginal likelihood
given the observations, we consider a fully Bayesian treatment of hyperparameters by
marginalizing over hyperparameters and compute the integrated acquisition function:

â(x; {xn, yn}) = EP (θ|{xn,yn})[a(x; {xn, yn}, θ)] ≈ 1

M

M∑
m=1

a(x; {xn, yn}, θm) (2)

where θm’s are samples drawn from P (θ|{xn, yn}) by a slice sampler[3].
Expected Improvement per Second: The duration of evaluating f (x) in
different regions of parameter space tends to vary significantly and in practice we
are interested in finding optima of the function as quickly as possible in terms of
wallclock time. To this end, we model ln(c(x)) with another GP alongside f (x),
where c(x) is the duration function, and we assume they are independent. Then we
can easily compute the predicted expected inverse duration and use it to compute
the expected improvement per second as a function of x. This new criterion prefers
to acquire points that are not only likely to be good but that are also likely to be
evaluated quickly.
Parallelized Bayesian Optimization: In order to take advantage of multi-
core computing, we want to be able to choose the next point to evaluate even with
some pending evaluations. The goal can be achieved by using Monte-Carlo method
to estimate the expected acquisiton function over all possible results from pending
function evaluations. The next point to evaluate can be chosen according to this
estimate of the expected acquistion function. Suppose N evaluations have completed,
yielding data {xn, yn}Nn=1, and J evaluations are pending at locations {xj}Jj=1, then
the estimate of the expected acquistion is:

â(x; {xn, yn}, θ, {xj}) = EP ({yj}|{xj},{xn,yn},θ)[a(x; {xn, yn} ∪ {xj, yj}, θ)]

≈ 1

M

M∑
m=1

a(x; {xn, yn} ∪ {xj, y
(m)
j }, θ)

(3)

where {ymj } are drawn from P ({yj}|{xj}, {xn, yn}, θ), which is a J-dimensional
Gaussian distribution. Again, the integrated acquisition function can be obtained by
averaging over expected acquisition functions with θ drawn from P (θ|{xn, yn}).

Empirical Results

We refer to the method of using optimized point estimate of hyperparameters as “GP EI Opt”,
integrated expected improvement as ”GP EI MCMC”, EI per second as “GP EI perSec”,and J
times parallelized GP EI MCMC as “J x GP EI MCMC”. We also compare these methods with
Random Grid Search(Random) and Tree Parzen Algorithm(TPA)[1].
In Figure 1 we recreate the experimental results from [4] by comparing various strategies of
optimization over the same grid for multiple models. In Figure 1d we fix the acquisition function
to be integrated expected improvement and compare various GP covariance functions.

(a) Brainin-Hoo function. (b) Logistic regression.

(c) Latent structured SVM. (d) Latent structured SVM for different GP kernels.

Figure 1: Minimum function value vs Function evaluation number for multiple models.

The results from [4] have been recreated for the Brainin-Hoo and logistic regression models.
For latent structured SVM, the parallelized strategies achieve best performance. The other
acquisition functions just return slightly better results than random grid search, but this is most
likely because we’re using a different implementation of the model and a different dataset from
the original paper. In all cases, Bayesian Optimization outperforms Random Grid Search and
TPA.

(a) Logistic regression. (b) Latent structured SVM.

Figure 2: Minimum function value vs wallclock time for multiple models.

Figure 2 compares the models using wallclock time. We see similar results to [4]; although EI
per second is less efficient in function evaluation it outperforms standard EI when considering
wallclock time.

Extensions

One of our extensions is testing various hyperparameters optimization methods on
a simple CNN model. The CNN model was built to perform classification of hand
written digits in MNIST data set. The model contains a convolutional layer with
a 3x3 kernel, and a dense layer of dimension 10 with softmax activation function.
The hyperparameter optimization was run for both loss value(cross-entropy) and
validation set accuracy. The integrated expected improvement acquisition achieved
best results for loss value while using expected improvement acquisition with
optimized point estimate of GP hyperparameters achieved best result for validation
set accuracy.

(a) Loss of CNN. (b) Accuracy of CNN.

Figure 3: Minimum loss value and maximum accuracy vs Function evaluation number for a CNN
model.

Possible Future Work: Another interesting problem is to investigate the performance
on hyperparameter tuning of Bayesian optimisation with other acquisition function
such as Predictive Entropy Searh(PES) proposed in [2].

Conclusion

We explored various methods for doing Bayesian optimization for hyperparameter
selection of machine learning algorithms spanning various areas of the field. Bayesian
Optimization proved to be more efficient than standard methods such as Random
Grid Search or the Tree Parsen Algorithm both in terms of number of function
evaluations and wallclock time. We also explored multiple acquisition functions and
GP kernels and found that their choice highly impacts the performance of the search.
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